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end of a line, and we frequently find in this position a long-,
where the modern language would employ a short, vowel.
I have noted all these instances "because a number of cases of
apparent lengthening* also occurs when the vowel is not final
in a line, and is not required by the metre to be long. We
are therefore not justified in assuming that such long vowels
at the end of a line have been lengthened merely for the sake
of metre.
Y©caltraiarya—There are a few words of which the meaning
is doubtful^ and two or three of which the meaning is altogether
unknown at the present day. Such are Mam* (81) and (all in
84-5) kuda-Jiudanfyi rdza-ddne, and alakli* The first is said
to mean £ sports' (cf. Skr. fold), but I have found no tradition
as to the meaning of the others. I may note here that in
other Kashmiri literature which, like Lalla's songs, is preserved
by memory and not in writing, such words are not uncommon,
and that the reciters, and, when consulted, even Pandits, are
never ashamed to confess ignorance of their meaning. As to
the genuineness of these unknown words, and as to the
general correctness of texts so preserved, the reader is referred
to the remarks on pp. 3 ff. of the Introduction.
In this connexion we may note a termination »u-6^\
forming nouns of agency or possession, which I have not
noted in the modern language. It occurs in the words
&hruta-w6H,ut a hearer; lrama-/iconu) a wanderer; pruihi-wonu,
ofs or belonging to, the earth ; and sfiuba-wSn*, beautiful.
It runs parallel with the modern termination -w6lu (= Hindi
-wuld), but I am inclined to look upon it rather as directly
derived from the Sanskrit termination -van, perhaps influenced
as to its form by the analogy of -wolu. Cf. Skr. &uta-vdn,
bfirama-vdn, prf,hm~mdn, and Sob/id-vtiti.
Occasionally we find tatsama, forms employed where the
modern language employs s&mi-t-atsamas. Thus, we have
sndn (mod. thrdii), bathing; surya (mod. sire), the sun; sarwa
(mod. soru)9 all. We may note that, for this last word, the
Hindi form sab also occurs. So, we hswepyuwtM (for piw?tm),
compared with Hindi piyd, but Modern Kashmiri cyom,
I drank; tjytikAiM (for dekhukK), compared with H* dehhdy

